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CREW

With innovative design and thoughtful engineering, CREW 

pairs the familiar form of a classic table with the ease of flip-

top mobility.

Experience an elegant mobile solution where every seat at the 

table affords maximum comfort. CREW’s innovative mobile 

flip-top design places legs at the far corners of the table, 

ensuring unconstrained leg room for everyone, regardless of 

your configuration. Power and data are smartly integrated into 

the table edge, seamlessly and conveniently meeting your 

technology needs.
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LEFT | With concealed, auto-brak-

ing casters, CREW is simple to fold, 

move, nest, and store.

RIGHT | CREW’s patented flip-top 

design places legs at the far corners 

of the table, ensuring unconstrained 

leg room for everyone, regardless of 

your configuration. 04



CREW sideboards are a complete stor-

age solution with graceful curves and 

a variety of base styles and finishes. 06



Power and data are smartly integrated 

into the table edge, seamlessly and 

conveniently meeting your technol-

ogy needs. 08



LEFT | Meeting tables are available in 

a full range of materials and finishes.

RIGHT | With clean lines and beautiful 

integral finger pulls, sideboards are 

a stunning addition to any environ-

ment. 10



LEFT | An exceptionally elegant 

adjustable-height mobile lectern 

accommodates presenters of every 

stature.

RIGHT | CREW Media Tables offer beau-

tifully designed, technology-driven 

table surfaces and storage elements 

for collaboration rooms. 12



 

CREW’s thoughtful modules include 
refrigeration, cutlery, waste bins, 
glassware, and more.  Mix-and-match 
components to create a solution 
perfectly-tailored to your unique 
meeting space. 14



CREW

Best of NeoCon | Silver Award | Conference Room Furniture
Best of NeoCon | Silver Award | Tables:Task

Best of NeoCon | Silver Award | Storage
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